ELECTRO-VOICE® XLC HELPS MAKE HISTORY
On the 5th March 2004, the largest concert of classical music in the history of
the Rheinland-Pfalz was staged. FLO Service GmbH opted for an XLC line
array system.

Straubing, Germany (March 2004): The Stadionhalle Oberwerth in Koblenz
was packed with an audience of over 4,000 people on the 5th March 2004 for
a concert presented by the Staatsorchester Rheinische Philharmonie to
commemorate the founding of the city's first orchestra 350 years ago. The
musical highlight was a performance of Arnold Schoenberg's 'Gurre-Lieder'.
Taking part with the Rheinische Philharmonie and the Philharmonisches
Orchester of Heidelberg conducted by Shao-Chia Lü were over 600
performers from all over Germany, making the 'Jubiläumskonzert 350 Jahre
Orchester in Koblenz' the largest concert of classical music in the history of
the Rhineland-Palatinate.
To reproduce the rich variety of instrument textures and voices both subtly
and powerfully, FLO Service GmbH, who were responsible for the sound
reinforcement for the entire event, opted for a generously dimensioned
Electro-Voice XLC line array system on account of its compactness, the
brilliance of its sound, its outstanding versatility and its easy and

unproblematic handling. The EV XLC system realised the sound design of
Tonmeister Holger Schwark and System Operator Stefan Holz perfectly.

Commented Tim Sandrock, the technical director of the Mainz-based sound
company: "The decision to use an EV XLC system was absolutely the right
one. To create the effect of envelopment for those on the stage as well as in
the auditorium, we decided to use four system units each comprising eight
XLC127+ enclosures." Oliver Kornisch, FLO Service's system operator added:
"We also flew a central cluster of Electro-Voice XLC 118 cabinets. The large
number of EV XLC 127+ enclosures we were using made it possible to
achieve ideal coverage of the hall with minimal interference." FLO Service
acquired their first EV XLC system last year. Already they have used it for a
very wide variety of events, ranging, according to Tim Sandrock "from Rock
'n' Roll to industry jobs." As a result of the uniformly excellent experiences
they have had using the system, FLO Service GmbH recently expanded
considerably their stock of XLC enclosures.
The following equipment was used at the 350th Jubilee concert in
Koblenz (extract):
(32) EV XLC 127+
(8) EV XLC 118

(4) EV X-Line subs
(2) Klark Teknik DN 9848 controller
For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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